OCF 2020 Annual General Meeting
We are pleased to introduce the two candidates up for election to the Board:
Jamie Galloway
I have been an active member of the climbing community since
2013. I have 3 children who compete Nationally and
Internationally at a variety of OCF and USA Climbing
competitions. I have been a volunteer judge and belayer for the
OCF and National events.I am a Registered Dietitian/Diabetes
Educator working in a hospital setting. I have sat on a number
of multidisciplinary committees related to the development of
medical directives and recently the development of Provincial
Guidelines for the treatment of Type 1 Diabetes. I have a
background in Cross Country Ski racing and have my NCCP
level 1 coaching certificate and previous coaching experience. I
was actively involved in competitive Ultimate Frisbee for over
10 years and helped organize summer leagues as well as
coaching in the youth program. I feel that I have a good knowledge of the challenges with
the past OCF events and can foresee many new challenges in the coming years related to
COVID 19. I have an interest in helping develop our Ontario athletes and structure of our
competitive series to enable top performance as well as growth and retention of the sport.

Davis Barton
Davis has served on the OCF Board for the past two years,
helping to launch initiatives such as written rules, training
camps and long-term strategic planning. She was OCF
Registrar in 2018-19 and OCF Chair for the 2019-2020 season.
She has also volunteered as Technical Delegate at many OCF
competitions over the past two years. An MBA graduate, Davis
brings experience in operations, strategy and management
from over 15 years in industry. She also brings Board
experience in the non-profit sector, including on the Board of
her local gymnastics club, where she was Treasurer and
Secretary and involved with organizing competitions, events,
volunteers and fundraising. Davis is relatively new to climbing,
however this brings new perspectives to OCF discussions. As
the mom of a Youth climber, she also brings a parent perspective to the Board.

